
Ransomware: 
Healthcare Is the #1 Target

Ransomware is especially dangerous to healthcare because breaches can block 

access to files (patient medical records), devices (imaging, computers, heart 

monitors, IV pumps, etc.), and systems (HVAC, pneumatic tubes, etc.). Files are 

encrypted and access is denied until a ransom is paid to threat actors.

90% $157M 313
of healthcare 
organizations have 
reported a cyber attack

in damages since 
2016

ransomware attacks 
on US healthcare 
systems in Q3 2020

Mitigate the Ransomware Threat with Cynerio
Cynerio employs preemptive, healthcare-safe Zero Trust security policies infused with 
medical context to secure clinical environments from ransomware and other cyber 
threats. We use a combination of preventative and responsive mitigation 
strategies that cover every threat vector and known vulnerability.
Visit our website at www.cynerio.com

Infamous 
Ransomware Attacks

What It Does

Notable Vulnerabilities 
Exploited

Devices/Systems 
Affected

• Shut down over 400 UHS facilities for three weeks
• Compromised Dusseldorf University hospital,

resulting in a patient death

 ◼ Servers configured as Domain controllers are affected: Windows
Server: 2008 R2, 2012/R2, 2019; Linux/Unix systems using Samba

 ◼ Certain Philips and BD devices
 ◼ PACS and infusion ecosystems

 ◼ Targeted attack; generally uses phishing emails
 ◼ Allows threat actors to hijack Windows domain controllers
 ◼ Compromises Active Directory identity services
 ◼ Shuts down hospital networks with domain-wide encryption

 ◼ Exploits Windows Zerologon (CVE-2020-1472) privilege
escalation vulnerabilities through RDP
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What It Does

Notable Vulnerabilities 
Exploited

Devices/Systems 
Affected

• Shut down over 80 NHS hospitals
and clinics in the UK

• Continues to attack healthcare facilities today

 ◼ CT, mammography, X-Ray, OCT, medicine dispensers, DICOM
workstations, and more

 ◼ Devices from many vendors, including: GE, Philips, Toshiba,
Agfa, BD, and Hologic

 ◼ Encrypts data and demands ransom in Bitcoin
 ◼ Note: Microsoft issued a patch, but many hospitals didn’t

implement it due to required continuous operations of mission-
critical devices

 ◼ Exploits the Windows SMBv1 vulnerability, present in
unsupported Windows OS

◼ Propagates by exploiting the Eternal Blue (CVE-2017-0144) 
vulnerability

WannaCry2

What It Does

Notable Vulnerabilities 
Exploited

Devices/Systems 
Affected

• Gained prominence with targeted attacks on
healthcare in 2018

• Has collected roughly $6 million in ransom payments

 ◼ All devices running a Windows OS are potentially at risk, including: 
MRI, mammography, CR, cardiograph, hemodialysis, and X-Ray 
devices; DICOM workstations, medical servers, and gateways; 
PACS, VNA, CVIS, RIS, LIS, and more

 ◼ Uses RDP brute force to gain access to the network
 ◼ Disables endpoint security on multiple hosts across the network
 ◼ Encrypts sensitive data (e.g. PHI, PII)
 ◼ Can remove data and render it permanently unrecoverable

 ◼ Uses NLBrute to brute force devices running RDP services
 ◼ Exploits JBoss web application vulnerabilities:

CVE-2007-1157, CVE-2005-2006, CVE-2003-0845
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